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VOLUME 8 NUMBER 2BUTTE, MONTANA, FEBRUARY 11, 1930
SENIORS GO 1"'0 NEW YORK
HARRISON E. HOWE
Author, lecturer land scientist, who
was a guest of Butte Friday and de-
livered two addresses here on topics
of Interest to cngineers and the pub-
lic in general.
Harrison E. Howe of Washington, D.
C editor of Industrial and Chemical
E~gineering Journal and noted scientist
and lecturer, delivered two addresses in
Butte Friday under the joint auspices of
the Montana Society of Engineers and
the Montana School of Mines . The lec.
ture at the Mines took place in the after-
noon at 2 o'clock, while the lecture before
the engineering society was held in the
evening at 8 o'clock at the Butte Chamber.
of Commerce. The pubUc was invited
to hear both addresses.
Announcement of the lectures was
made by Prof. A. E. Koenig, head of the
chemistry department of the School of
Mines who made arrangements for the
visit ~ere of the noted speaker, who is
making a tour of the west and appearing
before some of the leading engineering
and chemistry societies of the country.
The subject of the afternoon talk was
"Science the Creator of Industry". Dr.
F. A. T~omson, president of the school,
acted a scha,irman. The subject ;for
the evening address at the chamber was
"Discoveries of Tomorrow", This address
was one of special intm:est not alone to
chemists and engineers but to the public
as well. In event Dean W. M. Cobleigh,
of the Montana state college at Bozeman
(Continued on Page 2, Col, 2)·
Will Be Met in New York
City by President F. A.
Thomson
PRESIDENT THOMSON
OF MINES CHOSEN
N. S. A. HEAD
CALL FOR DEBATERS
IS BEING ISSUED
BY PROF. SCOTT
Dr. Wilson and Class
Make Trip East
-School Representatives Will Make Trips Reports Given at Conference by Mines'
To Various Montana Colleges Professors, Koenig and Shenon
A call for those interested in making Dr. Francis A. Thomson, president of
one of the School of Mines debating the Montana School of Mines, wes elected i
teams has been issued by Prof. Walter president of the Northwest Scientific as-
T. Scott who is the coach of debating scctation in the annual conference held The entire Senior Class of the Mon-
and forensics. For a number of years recently in Spoklme. Attending were tana -School of Mines left for New York
the Miners have maintained both debat- nearly 300 scientific workers from over City, Monday, February 10, on an exten-
ing and oratory as a part of their student this region, including representatives of sive trip of scientific and technological
I activities. Last year an especially good the science departments of virtually every study. Dr. Curtis L..Wilson, head of the
showing was made by the speakers. Mar- major institution of higher learning in Metallurgy Department. has direct charge
garet Helehan of the freshman class won Montana, Idaho, Washington, Oregon and of the boys
the Montana Intercollegiate Oratorical northern Califofnia. The students, who are traveling at their
Association contest which was held at To serve with. Dr. Thomson were elec- own expense--the trip being a matter of
the School of Mines in May, bringing ted Dr. C. C. Todd, of Washington State choice with them-will be met in New
the first victory which the Ore Diggers pollege, vice president; Dr. Joseph Hun-I York by Dr Thomson, who is being sent
have enjoyed in six years of competition. I gate of Washington State normal, sec- b~ the local ~~aPter of the American In-
The debaters won from Montana Nor- retary; H. N. Putnam of Spokane and stJtute of Mining and Metallurgical En-
mal, Eastern Normal and. Billings Pofy.- Dr. E. F. Gaines of Washington State gmee~s t~ the annual convention o~ that
technic, lost to Montana State College, College, councillors and L· K Armstrong organization held February 17-21, inclu-.
and held a no decision contest. with Inter- Spokane mining engineer, trustee. sive.
This widely attended conference closed Arrangements have been made for the
seniors and Dr. Wilson to attend the con-
vention and to sit at the "Montana Tab!e"
Prospects for this year are still some- Many Subjects Discussed. at the banquet to follow.
what uncertain. Four experienced men These scientists of the northwest delved I The students who will attend this ex-
are in college. Harold Johns, Joe New- into. declining precipitation theories, child tensive four. week excursion are: Joseph
ton, Edward Cadwell and T· Y McBrfde- health, forest fire control, senility in Newton, LoUISB. P. Nuckols, Herbert W.
[t is expected that all of them will be trees and many other subjects a,t the Hard, Noah Gershevsky, C. B. Hoskins,
out for places ag,ain. All of the co-eds, opening session of the s'xth annual mect.- Don A. Mayo, John J. O'Connor, and
who made a fine showing last year, are ling. . Glen Sigler.
g~ne and with the limited number of From the various educational institu- En route to New York the boys will
gIrls now m attendance It IS rather tions speakers, which included Dr. P. J. stop at· Baltimore for a day and while
doubtful if a cooed team can be placed Shenon and Dr. A. E. Koenig from the there will visit the Baltimore Copper
I'n the field. In addition to those who Works to inspect the series system ofSChODIof Mines, gave reports on a wide
th right to wear the jeweled electrolytic copper refining. They will
~:;.~ :e:tin; pin in other years, there field of subjects, including forestry, social also visit the steeI rail manufacturing
science, metallurgy, geology, psychology, plant at the Sparrows Point Steel Works.
are a number of freshmen who are in- medicine, meteorology, ellgineering, bot-
ter.ested in this season's competition and any, chemistry and zoology.
who will bet the chance to show what
mountain in which the Miners .had all the
better of the argument. after a two-day session.
From here they will go to Philadelphia
and while there visit the Alloy Steel Com-
pany (Midval~ Co.); the Baldwin Loco-
they can do. motive Company; and the Leeds and
An orator will have to be developed to ANNIE ANDERSONWINNElt OF l"IAR- Northrup Company, manufacturers of sci-
replace Margaret Helehan as the winner entific instruments. The next stop ofATH9N SWIM
of a state contest is eliminated, under the importance is New York City which they
rules, from further competition. When will make their headquarters for the next
there are enough rnterested, the Mines nine or ten days. Here, besides attending
representative is decided by a local con- By covering eleven miles in less time the A I· M. M· E- sessions already men-
test held early in April. The state con- than' any of the eleven entrants in the tioned, they will visit the Metropolitan
test will be held this year the first of Marathon swim, Annie Anderson "walked Museum of Art, the Amer'can Museum of
May at Bozeman under the auspices of off" wIth first place in the marathon Natural History, the Brons Par:{; Dr· Wil-
Montana State College.· son's alma mater, the Columbia Uni-
Professor Scott says that debates may swim eclipsing her closest rival, Freda versity, and if time permits they will
be scheduled with practically all of the Ehrlick, by three and one half miles, At see the cadets drill at West Point. While
colleges in Montana. It is the turn for I the sta;rt of the contest a number of men in New York they will make side trips
Mines teams to go tOD.illon to meet Mon- Signified their intentions of competing, to the Raritan Copper Works, Perth
tana Normal, to Blllmgs to encounter but before the swim was fairly under Amboy, N. J.; the A. S. & R Lead works;
the General Bakelite Company where Dr.
way they all dropped out leaving it a
100% cooed contest. (Continued on Page 2, Col· 1).(Continued on Page 2, Col· 2)·
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(Continued from Page 1). On November 14, the Senior class of water 800 feet to the 1200 foot level. From
unable here two centrifugal pumpsrun in seriesWilson "put in his first daily dozen" and president of the society, is the Montana School of Mines left Butte
(Continued from Page 1).
SENIORS GO TO NEW YORK HECLA MINE
lifting the water to the surface
The mine is ventilated by natural me-
thods, artificial ventilation being used
only in blind. drifts and cross-cuts. The
natural ventiJlation is materially helped
by means of a 1500 foot raise to the sur-
DR· THOMSON CHOSEN AS HEAD per minute. They are connected direct-
Jy to a 200 H. P. motor which lifts the
after 'graduation; the International. Nic- to be present, A..V. Corry, vice president, on a three day inspection trip of the
kel Company at Bayone; U. S. Metals will preside at the meeting. Cour D'Alane District in Idaho. One of
Refining Company at Chrome; American
Platinurrr Works, Newark; Nichols Cop-
per Company, Laurel Hill, N· y.; Nation-
al Lead Company, N. Y.; Baker Chemical
Company, Newark; New Jersey Zinc
Company, Franklin Furnace, N J.; Inger-
soll Rand Company, Phillipsburgh, N. J.;
and the American Brass Company, Wa-
Mr. Howe has an enviable record in the most interesting places visited was
the. chemical field and is an ~uthor of I the Hecla mine of the Hecla Mining Co.
national note .For the past nIll~ years at Burke, Idaho. Due to the courtesy of
he has been editor of the Industnal and Mr. Arthur B. DeCeNes, the chief engi-
Chemical and Engineering Journal. Prior
to that time he was manager and chemist neer and an alumnus of this SChool,we
had the privilege of going underground.
race.
terbury, Conn.
While in New York they wil Imeet Dr- is the author of "The New Stone Age",
C. H. Bowman, former president of the "Profitable Science in nIdustry", "Chem- ds post-mineral and the ore bodies which I iate, and waste. The ore first drops on
1) d istry in the World's Work" and "Chemis- range from 3 to 40 feet in width, appear I grizzlies Where the undersize drops tll11l.School of Mines (1905-19 8 an mem-
bers of the alumni employed in New try in .the Home". He edited "Chemistry on either or both sides of the dike, and and goes to the storage bins. The over-
York; some of whom are: Theodore Pil- in Industry", volumes one and two· He are often found in the center of it. The' size then slides down, through a stream
gel', George Fouler, and Harold Murphy. has also written numerous articles for original Hecla vein which is steel galena, of water to the two conveyor belts. The
They will also shake hands with the son scientific j~urnals. was first found by drifting along this dike. water keeps the dust down and also aidS
of Professor Theodore Simons, Walter The ore bodies do not apex and when the pickers to see the ore. There are
Simons, who is G.eneral Service Superin- CALL FOR DEBATERS I disappearing do not pinch out, but break seven pickers. on each belt, and due to
tendent, Department of Education Talk- off as suddenly as they are found All the lack of sunlight each belt has a mer-
ing Pictures of the Electric Research (Continued from Page 1)· ' the ore is found in the Burke quartzite cury arc lamp suspended overhead. ThiS
Products, Inc. Eastern Normal and Billings polytechnic, and the "B" vein Which branches 'off I·arc aids the pickers to distinguish be-
At Washington, D. C". the students I to Bozeman to meet Montana State Col- the Hecla and is extraordinary in that tween the waste and the ore, as its raYs
and Mr. Wilson, who will now be ac- lege, and to Helena to argue with Mt. it contains zinc. give the ore a purple color. The high-
companied by President Thomson will st. Charles. In addition Montana State The ore is mined by a method known grade ore is picked off the belt and tossed
pay their respects to Secretary Dixon; University has requested that a Mine~' as the back-filling system. Raises are into a chute from which it is shipped
Representatives Evans 'and Leavitt; and team go there this year as they have few driven 100 feet and the stopes are started directly to the smelter. The waste is alsO
Senators Wheeler and Walsh, with hOPl~Shome debates the winter quarter. Inter- . b' sfrom these; the first floor is then advaric- picked off and sent to the waste ins-
of meeting the President, Herbert Hoover, mountain is under agreement to come to ed four sets and timbered. The second Th~ intermediate grade passes along the
who is an old friend of Dr. Thomson's. Butte. It is also Iikely that a debate Yand third floors are advanced the same belts and is discharged into two gyrator
As Washington is the Home of the Bu- will be scheduled with one or two East- distance and likewise timbered. The crushers and thence to ,the storage binS.
reau of Mines and the Bureau of -stand- ern or Middle Western college teams that From these bins the ore is taken by train
ards these places of repute will be visit- tt machine is then set up on the second
, I travel through Bu e. floor and the drilling for the faces "on to the concentrating plant three mineS
ed in turn. t· th t '11 b d .Aftelr l€lavid:s W1ashington, Pittsburg I The ques Ion a Wl e argue III the third floors done from here. Tp.e below the town. The waste is taken
will be the next' center of interest, where most of the debates 'this year IS the na- first f.loor is always left open, a false sill from the waste bins and conveyed up the
the metallurgists especially will' greatly tional question adopted by Pi Kappa Del- being placed on top of the drift timbers mountain side by means of an aerial tram
profit by visits to the plants of Carnegie ta, national debating fraternity, "Resolv- to faciliate the changing of broken and I to a waste raise which carries the was~e
Steel Company; the Crucible steel Com- ed,. That the countries of the world mushed sill timber. to all the underground workings where Jt
pany . of America; and the Aluminum should adopt a policy of complete dis- As the pressure of the ground at the is used for filling purposes.
Company of America. armament, except as for such forces as Hecla is mostly laterally the timbering is The Hecla head frame is an exact rep-
.The miners and. geologists will. no are necessary for internal police duty." entirely different from the square-set lica of the one on the Belmont mine of
doubt <beinterested in anthracite and bi- For the argument with the University-at method used in Butte. Here the timber the A C· M· Co· at Butte, The engine
tuminous coal deposits of the v,icinity Missoula, a question regarding the prO-conSists of large caps and small posts, room is made of reinforced concrete and
and the methods. used in the mining of htbition of lobbying in Congress has b~n ,briok, and is unique in that the hoistinggreat care being taken in blocking to 1n-
suggested and probably will be used. sure equal distribution of pressure over engines are on tl1e third floor of the
the ends of the caps. No framed timber 'building. The ,ground floor is occupi~d
with the nitrate division, ordinance bur-
eau, U. S. A., during the world war, and The Hecla ore bodies occur in' sedimen-
lieutenant colonel, R. O. C., C. W S He I tary rocks, mainly quartzite, associated
with a lamprophyrrc dike. This dike
From the ore-bins on the surface the
ore is taken by means 'of a conveyor belt
to the sorting plane where it is divided
into three classes: high grade, intermed-
fore thee when thou takest
is used and the caps are placed across by the compressors and the second floor
serves as a dry or change room for the
underground men. The hOisting engineS
are of the latest type, manufactured bY
the Allis-Chalmers Co. and are equipped
with Lilly hoist controllers which pre-
the same.
. The remainder of the. trip will be SPBllt
in or rubout Chicago with visits to the
U. S· Steel Company at Gary; and the In-
ternational L'ead Co. (A C. M.) the width of the vein and spaced five
This in general covers the points r;f The weather reports haven't affected feet apart. The levels are from 200 to
, our good weather as yet.
major interest that will be visited by the
THE MUCK PILE.
boys, but which, however, does not cover
400 feet apart and five sap raises are
driven to connect one level with the one
I was eating a r03Y r~d apple one night above.
When up steppzd a cute little critter,any "social divertions" that they may see
fit to take part in vent overspeeding, overwinding, and alsOTh~ ore is hauled from the chutes to
prevent starting the engine in the wrongthe skip chute in five-ton, bottom dump
cars ,which are drawn around by means direction. A bell warns the engineer
when full speed is exceeded and in caseof a three and one U1alfton stor,age bat- . . .
t 1 t· he fails to reduce it th&Secontrollers willery ocomo Ive. . t
The ore is hoisted from the skip cilUtes I do so automatically. The auxiliary h01S
to the surface in seven ton skips from I is run by direct current and have motor
which it is dumped into the ore bins. generating sets.
The shaft is 19'4"x7'12" and is divided This new hoistirlg equtpment replaceS
self any wri,tten pony or any transla- tel' Bynner was a professor who seems
into four compartments Three of these an old Ilgner hoist which is still at thetion of anything that is in thy lesson, to think of this chancteristic as some-' . .
are 5'2"x4'4"; two being used for hoisting mine. When electric hoists were first
tn the sweetest of voices said, "Give me
a bite."
Good gawd, you should see how I bit
a test, -Exchange.
College Commandments
1. Thou shalt not have any help be- her.
neither an open book nor a paper with
written notes thereon. Do you believe that a professor who
2. Thou shalt not make unto thy- talks to himself is absent-minded? Wit-
French or German. thing devine.
3. Thou shalit not skip school, for ore and one for hoisting men and low- used the mining companies had to paY
the principal will not hold him guiltless late, for thou vexeth the instructor ering timber. The remainder of the shaft for their power, which was represented
who sk~ppeth schpol in vain. sorely. I holds the pump column, electric cables from the star,ting point to the peak load.
4. Remember thy study hall to keep 8. Thou shalt not steal thy fellow and also serving as a manway. To cut down the peak load this Ilgnel'
i,t (w)holy for duty; in it thou shalt student's pen, nor his pencil, nor his The mine has two pump stations un-
hoist is equipped with a 50 ton flywheelnot play; thou, nor thy seat fellow, nor paper, nor anything that belongeth to de!'ground for handling mine water. One
thy fellow student. thy fellow student. is on the 1200 foot level and the other on making 750 revolutions per minute and
,5. Honor thy teacher and thy prin- 9. Thou shalt not lie in bed morn- the 2000. The station at the 2000was an acting as a load equalizer. However thiS
cipal, that thy time may be short after ings until 9. immense opening and instead of being hoist is now out of date and is not used,
school. 10. Thou shalt not cover the floor timbered, the ground was held open by
6. Thou shalt not· kick when thou with waste papers, nor pencil sharpen- means of reinforced concrete in the form
has to stay after dismissal to learn thy ings, for by so doing thou shalt caUS3 or artistic arches and pillars· The st.a-
lesson. the wmth of the janitor to wax mightily tion is equipped with two centrifugal
7. Thou sha1t not come into class against thee. pumps pumping from 400 to 600 g!tllons
and remains as a curiosity in that it
is the first Ilgner hoist introduced in the
United States.
John J. O'Connor.
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UNITED STATES CIVIL ,SERVICE EX- aluminum mines- It is, however, only struggle, which lasts only a few seconds, Woot has become of the girl who used
from two relatively rare minerals, baux- all the products are at a white heat and to drop her eyes, raise her face, and say:
ite and cryolite, that the commercial al- completely molten. The reduced iron can "You must ask papa"? She's got a daugh-
The United States Civil Service Com- uminum of today is manufactured. Be- oe made to flow and weld together the ter now who says: "Shove her into high,
mission announces the following open cause of the difficulty involved in its junctions of rails, bars, broken crank kid! The old man's gaining on us!"
competitive examination: extraction even from these ores, alurir-[ shafts, and other fractured parts of heavy
JUNIOR GEOLOGIST inum remained a rare metal from fhe machinery. Aluminum breaks up happy The meanest man in the world is the
Application for junior geologist must time of its discovery in 1827 by Wohler I unions of oxygen with various other met- guy who proposed to an old maid over
be on file with the Civil Service Commis- at the University of Goettingen in Ger- als in the same way, and has thus pro- the telephone and when she accepted
sion at Washington, D. C., not later than many, until the invention of the present ducetl a number of difficultly reducible I him, told her he had the wrong number.
March 4. rnetallurgtcal process by Hall at Oberlin, metals such as chromium, molybdenum, ---
The examination is to fill vacancies in Ohio, and Heroult in France. In 1855 titanium and vanadium, ' If at first you don't succeed, add an-
the Geological Survey Department of the the price of aluminum was $115a pound; The apparent chemical Inactivity of other raisin.
Interior, and in positions requiring sim- now it I'Sabout 24 cents a pound. ===================aluminum is explained by the thin skin
Ilar qualifications.
The entrance salary
Higher-ealarted positions are filled thru
AMINATION
Is $2,000 a year. The mode of extracting aluminum from I of colorless, transparent oxide which ad-
its ores is so unusual that a brief descrip- heres so firmly to the surface of the
tion of the process may not be out of metal and which protects it from cor-Promotion.
The duties will bel.to perform, under place. As no sati:sfactory method of re- rosion by air, water and organic acids.
fining the impure metal has yet been This has contributed largely to its popu-immediate supervision, elementary work
in geology mapping, making and record- devised, it is necessary to eliminate the larity as a material for cooking utensils,
ing geologic observations, making prelim- impurities from the raw materials. The and last year the second highest consum-
inary studies of mineral prospects, identi- calcinssl bauxite ore is separated from I er of aluminum was the cooking utensil
fying and studying specimens of rocks, silica and iron oxide under five atmos- and household appliance manufacturing
fossils, and ores. pheres of steam pressure. After clari- Industry. TJ;e vessels are fabricated from
The optional subjects are (1) econom- fication by settling, the pure oxide of 'Substantially pure metal, which, having I
ic geology, (2) ground-water hYdrOIOgy,!'aluminwn,known as alumina, is precipi- a high thermal conductivity, require less'
(.3) paleontology, (4! petrology, (5) phy- tated from this solution, dried, calcined, fuel, gas OT electricity, in cooking.
siography, (6) stratigraphy. and taken to an electrtc furnace. Here Other applications of aluminum, based
Competitors will be rated on general it is melted into a bath of molten cryo- on its non-corroding character, are alum-
geology, translation into English of sci- d 1 tId' 1lite an e ec ro yze m a manner ana a- inurn paint and aluminum foil. In 1928
entific matter (either French or G.er- tIt Ivsi f' I h tgous to he e ec '1'0 YS1S0 ZIllC SU P a e, six million pounds were employed for
man), geologic phases of ohemistry, phv- except that the electrolite is molten in- wrapping yeast cakes, chocolate bars, andSics and mathematics, and an optional
subject.
Full information may be obtained from
the United states Civil Service Commis- furnace acts as the cathode: the metal, is its lightness, and it is to this quality
'stead of aqueous and the anodes are made chewing gum.
of carbon. The carbon lining of the 'I1he outstanding quality of aluminum
sion, Washington, D. C. or from the 6ec- being a little heavier than the 'bath, col- that the most important uses of the
retary of the United States Civil Service lects at the bottom of the furnace in the metal are due. It is a little less than
Board of Examiners at the post office or liquid state and is tapped periodically. one third as heavy as copper and a little
custom house in any city. The electric current performs two func- more than one rthiTd as heavy as iron,
tions here, one electra-thermic in keeping and as it combines a reasonable strength
up the temperature of the bath, and the with this lightness, it is not surprising
other electrolytic in depositing the metal that the most interesting developments
at the cathode. in the consumption of aluminum are to
As stated before, aluminum is paradox- be found in the art of transportation, and
ALUMINUM,THE LIGHT METAL
By Dr Custis L. Wilson '20 leal in being chemically both active arid that the automobile industry uses more
On analyzing the peculiar characteris- inactive. In the chemically active state of the metal than any other industry.
tics and uses of the metal aluminum it has been used occasionally as dust tg Where it is desired to take advantage
(soientis,ts usually prefer the more e!1- precipitate gold and silver from cyanide of the low specific grnvity, but where con-
phonious "a-Iu-mi' ni urn"), one notes Isolutions, and as powder in the explosive sidemble strength is required, it is neces-
immediately that in many respects its ammonal. It finds wide employment as 'Sa;Ty to employ aluminum alloys. In I
behavior is somewhat anamolous. It is a deodorl'zer and killl'ng age'nt l'n the Europe the fiavori1iemetal for alloying
the basis of the oldest industry known to manufacture of steel ingots; it robs the with aluminum is zinc, while in this
man, that of ceramics or the manufacture molten ste~l of its oxygen, which would ,country 'copper is prefened. 'Magnesium,
of brick and pottery, as well as some of Iotherwise combipe with the carbon pres- i a metal even lighter than alUIIiinum but
the newest. It is the' most abundant ent, form the gas clllrbonmonoxide, and much rlllrer and much more difficult to
metal in the earth's crust, yet eighty cause ebulliltion and subsequently blow- manufacture. is sometimes used. and an
Years ago was reg,arded as a curios~ty. holes in the ingot. But the most spec-
Chemically it is one of the most reactive taeular chemical use of aluminum' is in
metals commonly encountered, and one thevmite, a mixture of iron oxide and
of its interesting uses, in thermite, is 1 t d. granu a 'e all.lminwn, and when thisbased upon thiS property, yet many other I
important uses are due to the fact that m'iX!ture is ignited with a magnesium
under ordinary condidtions it remains in-[ fuse, a violent reaction takes place. Al-
ert a~d unresponsive to the attacks ~f I uminwn has a gr,eater affinIty for oxygen
oonoding agents. The most valuable se1- than has iron, so the oxygen divorces
Sometimes it is better to have loved
alloy known a'S "magnalium," deriving
its name from both of its components, 'is
us'ed where machining quaIities are de-
sired.
(The preceding is one of a series of
arti:cles written by Dr. WiIson for the
"Anode", a monthly publli,cation of the
Anaconda Copper Mining Company. Look
for one in every issue of your Acropolitan.
vice which it renders civilization today itself from the iron and unites with the
is based upon its low specific gravity; It
is the lightest of all the metals in daily aluminwn. The contest over the oxygen
Use.
Although aluminwn is the most lavishly
distributed of all the metals, it is at the
same time the newest meta~ to attain real
commercirul importance. It is almost
twice as abundant as iron, compriSing
nearly 8% of the earth's crust, and being
exceeded in abundance only by two other
chemical elements, oxygen and silicon.
It is an essential constituent of all clays,
granites and shales, in fact, of all im-
Portant rocks except sandstones and lime-
stones, so that practically every mountain
and every clay bank represent potential
is a hot one, however, so that after the and lost than to have been accepted.
Come to
Symons and Save
Eleven Dollars
Snappy
Suits and
Q'Coats
America's
Greatest Value in
Snappy Clothes for
Young Fellows
,")age Four~::::::::::::::::::::::::::~J:~::~::~~~2:::~~~----- ----------------------------~------------------------------
.- student's time, not leaving any for calI!- and its study is complicated by the fact And neve, kicx a tripod with, your
pus affairs or for outside work. Most that the residual valence is never satis- foot-
engineering students realize this and tied. Many stable and unstable unions
therefore give everything outside of their have been described-the latter in the If you can run a line where you are told
" id b th" Wh th tho . dail And .make it. stay somewhere upon theclasses a WI e er , . e er IS 11\ i y press.
the proper thing to do at all times I Some varities being highly explosive, map;
cannot say, someone must partially ne- arq exceedingly dangerous in inexpert- If you can read your notes when theY
glect thir studies for the welfare of the enced hands. In general they tend to get cold
And know that contours mustn't over-
lap;
U you can line a truss or top a rivet
school. Whether these men, including explode spontaneously when left tempor-
of course the athletes, promoting school arily alone by man. The application of
interest at their own expense, should be pressure to different, specimens of Wo
given a "break" or not is not for me to produces such results as to defy the prin-
c'ple of Le-Chatelier.pass judgment on,
. tt 'f th B III Uses: Highly ornamental. Wide appli-
Returnmg to the rna er 0 e e. I cation in the arts and domestic sciences
System investigation, it was seen th~t of Acts as a positive or negative catalyst in
those who round it necessary to earri trie production of fever, as the cause may
part or the whole of their expenses thru be. U fIt . . th 11' t·
- se u as a OnIC mea evia IOn If you can climb a stool and not feel
college, gave a negative result. of sickness and low spirits. Efficient as lonely
The necessity of an engineering stu- a cleaning agent. Equalizes the distribu-
dent to earn while he is in college mig~.t tion of wealth. It is probably the most
be considered a favorable factor rather powerful (income) reducing agent known
than a handicap to his future career. -Journal of Chemical Education, De-
Taking our own school as a specific ex- cember, 1929.
ample ammmg engineering student
would be defeating his own' purpose by
not taking advantage of the opportunity
)f working underground' while attending Ilk t
school. If you can swing an axe or' wield ale you, oo:
If :;ou can give yourself and all that'S
brushhook
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COLLEGE RECORD AND SUCCESS
river
To cope with the problems. of our rap-
idly advancing civ.ilization, business arid
industry seek trained men, sclentiflcally
trained men 6f ability and high capacity.
To supply the demand men of this calibre
are supplied principally by the Engineer-
ing Colleges and Universities from all
over the world. Being trained as we are
THE EN,GINEER'S "IF."
Or drive a stake or drag a chain all
COMMENTS day;
If you can
book
in a mining school we know what 0.\1r
employers want, mental work reinforc~d It's rather nice don't you think to rate
by a strong and willing back and minus your teachers? Valuable, too, for them
the white collar. I to know just how much you appreciate
Whjle going to our classes is there their efforts- Odd, isn't it, how when you
anything that can tell us of our probable compare fifteen teachers they all rank
future success after leaving school, any- in the upper fifth? Being good only in
thing our future employer can judge our history can you analyze that?
ability by, or anything our teachers can
Tuesday, February 11; 192~
Or make a surly foreman come across;
If you can take an order as well as
give it
And not have a secret pity for the
boss-
Nor have your head turned by a
swivel chair;
If you can reach your judgments slpwlY
And make your rulings always just
and fair;
If you can, work with men of brawn
and sinew
And like the men' and make theIll
in you
And make the others give their best,
too--
away;
If you can boast a college education,
Or shoot a range pole half a mile
Or if you've got a sheepskin you can
forget;
If you can run a transit or a level If you can get a living wage as eorn-
Or move a target up and down a rod;
You'll be a Man and your own Master,
The element called woman is a mem- Nor z~ea~e~:~ts~ePths nor yet the diz- But what is. more you'll be an En-
I d·t h l:'ineer.ber of the human fami y an 1 as If you can stand the cold without a
To what extent should we be judged been assigned to the chemical symbol shiver
by our scholastic record and to what ex- W Th t d t . weight I'S 120o. .e accep e a ormc , And take the "Higgins Ink" to bed 0'
tent by the other time consuming ele- although a number of isotopes have been
ments such as extra-curricular activities identified having weights ranging from
and the contributions of the students' 95 to 400.
earnings to college expenses and self- Occurrence: It if! abundant in nature;
supporting elements? found free and combined, usually as- If you can
figure
President W. S. Gifford of the Ameri- sociated with man. That found in the Everybody likes to win.
And know a coefficient from a root-
U. S, is preferred. Try your best, but when you've been
If you can sight through tropic heatsPhysical P,roperties: A number of all- Beaten by a 'better team,
otropic forms have been observed. Their refraction (Oh, it's hard to lose a dream,
('.elnSity, transparencty:, hardness, color, Or toil all day beneath the sun; Hard to see your bubble burst,
boiling and melting points va;ry within If you can get a sort of satisfaction Hard to find your rival first),
wide limits. The color exhibited by many Out of knowing that you've got a jop But, when you have met defeat
specimens is a surface phenomenon and well done; Though you've done your best to beat
The college records of 3,806 of theIr is usually due to a more or less closely- If you can turn a thumb screw with To yourself say qUietly,
empoyed men' were studied with the sal- adhering powder. It has been found that your fingers "Sportsmanship, not victory."
ary advancement used as an index of ali unpolished specimen tends, to turn When they're so cold that they are Say it to yourself, and you
progress. With few exceptions the salaries green in the presence of a highly polished numb; Will not find this hard to do;
varied directly as the scholastic records one. The boiling point for some vari- If you can work as long as daylight Shake hands with the winer, be
eties is quite low, while others are likely lingers Genial as in victory.
The salaries and extra-curricular ac- to freeze at any moment. All varities And not complain or think your go- When you've learned to lose and Win
melt under proper treatment. ing some-- With the very self-same grin,
Chemical Properties: Absorbs seeming- You've learned lesson onej, page one
\y unlimited quantities of expensive food. If your calculus and descriptive are for- In the book of lige, begun
achievement",' "some achievement" aIld Some varities catalyze this food into fat gotten In that moment to be worth
"no achievement", and also as to type of in accordance with the formula: PV- And your algebra just serves you fairly The room you're taking up on earth.
campus a,ctivity undertaken, whether li!- RT· Many naturally occurring varities well; It is a useful code, you'll see:
erary and editorial, managerial, SOiCM, of Wo are highly magnetic; in general If your drafting and your lettering are "Sportsmanship, not victory."
1 d t· the magnetism varies inversely with the rotten -Mary Carolyn Davies.athletic, musica or rama!C. _
Jet was found that. participation in density and size, directly with the square And your Trautwine's always handy
of the valence, and inversely with the
·t' t d t by to tell;cube of the age. Some van les en 0 old maid wants for Christmas, but pos-
form Annie-Ions; others cat-ions. Their If you can close a traverse without sibly a pair of socks would.
ionic migrations vary widely. All vari- fudging
Naturally "substantial achievement" is eties exh~bit great affinity for gold, sil-
Or check a line of levels by a foot; dnot as good an index for the future en- ver, and platinum and for precious stones Marriages are made in heaven, an
gineer as for the art graduate. A course in both chain and ring structures. The If you can set a slope stake just by very few of them ever g~t back to the fac-
in engi~eering should take all of the: valence toward these substances is high judging tory.
If you fear neither man nor devil
And know yourself and trust the liv-
ing God-
judge your sincerity by?
In a small school where personal con- If you can wade a swamp or swim aCHEMISTRY IN EVERYDAY LIFE
tact with our teachers is enjoyed they
cal). readily judge us-which they do~-
and tell us by our grades.
nights;
pensation,
And give a little more than what.
you get;
If you meet either
And treat them
with fear;
triumph or disaster
without favor nor
-Exchange.
SPORTSMANSHIP'If you can be an Eskimo and a Nigger
And try .to be a Gentleman to boot;
use a guessing stick to Sportsmanship, not victory-
Let this phrase your motto be,
can Telephone & Telegraph Company in
his article "Does Business Want 8ohol-
>ars?" published in Harper's Magazine
for. May, 1928, presented a study of the
relation of scholarships to progress in
the Bell System.
attaine'd while in college.
tivities were compared in the same man-
ner. The men were divided into thr~e
groups-those who had "substanti.al
extra-curricular activities did not have
as good an influence on the students' fu-
ture as did a good scholastic record.
A long stocking would not hold 311 all
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JUNIOR NOTES TEN GREATEST IN SCIENCE? portation, or even to catch the limit- wave-length ultra-violet rays, Lucas's
less solar energy for man's use, is per- apparatus is able to penetrate cells while
After a successful vacation and a brief In Dr. E. E. Free's attempt to select haps a step for these photo-electric cells. they are still alive, and to dtstingulsh
respite from the strenuous activities of the ten outstanding scientists he selects "All fourth in the boat, therefore, I structures within them.
a school existence, were back again and one metallurgist with an "honorable place Dr- Harvey C· Rentschler, Director "This fills seven seats in the fatal boat,
ready to hit 'er. The return to school is mention" for a geologist. In selecting of Research for Westinghouse Lamp with still a whole row of sciences 'to- be
like the return of a prisoner to the drab them he has picked out the 10 living' Works, whom I believe to be the best considered: geology, entomology, botany,
walls after having been paroled onlytwo men the world could least afford to miss. tamer and user of photo-electric cells. mechanical engineering, and many others.
weeks previous- The selection together with his reason "For the fifth place in the list I would The most active field in geology today
In brief, most of our vacation was spent for doing so appears in his article en- turn to another branch of applied science is really a branch of physics-the appli-
in rather 'a quiet and pleasant manner. titled "Who are Greatest in Science" in and select Dr. Claude Dormier, world cation of electric currents, radio waves,
Only an occasional deviation from writ- the North American Review (New York, famous aircraft engineer and designer.of sound waves, artificial earthquake shocks
ing up experiments that have been due January). Considering the 10 men in a the new DO-X, the largest airplane in and other physical agencies to the dis-
since the fdrat of the school year. It. doomed rowboat a thousand miles from the world. Aviation is in serious need oovery of hidden ores. Dr. Max Mason
was quite unanimous that there is no land he writes: of new, original, perhaps daring, Ideas. was probably the leader most to be miss-
feeling like. that of being caught up in "The science just now in the greatest Dr. Dornier could scarcely escape our ed from this field, but he is lost already,
everything for a change. Among the intellectual ferment is undoubtedly math- demon's malevolent eye."
members of the Junior class arc two ematical physics. Part of the yeast was That fills half the boat, says Dr. Free; (Continued on Page 6, Col. 1).
that are quite illustrious with respect to supplied by Dr. Albert Einstein, who will and 'all of these five men are physicists
that fine art of Mining. Pe~'haps we not be in our fatal rowboat because his or engineers. He next takes up medicine,
should refrain from mentioning their great contributions to my mind, already perhaps greatest of all sciences in aid ,"_o_o_,,_o_o~o~,,__o_,,_,,_,,_.;,
names here but I am sure that they have been made. to mankind. i !
should be only too proud of themselves. "From this particular scientific field "In this field are many men whose loss c ,
The above mentioned are Majors, more would select two men: nr. Werner might well be irreparable. But for the!1 The Home of I
commonly known as "The Brute", and Heisenberg of the University of Gotting- first medical seat in the boat I am in- c ,
~ilson, known as "Pid". These men put en, a brililant youngster whose fame is clined to choose a German bio-chemist, I, MEDLIN!S !
in their daily dozen at tne Leonard mine but two or three years old; and Professor Dr. otto Warburg of the Kaiser Wilhelm c •
over the week end and from the reports Gilbert N. Lewis, distinguished American Institute, near Berlin.' Dr. Warburg's re- I, QUA LITY i
received they are some miners. They physicist and chemist of the University s~arches have dealt largely with the re- -
were in a contract stope the other nite of California. lations between living cells and oxygen. i '
and more than making the rock fly. "Practical problems await solution in This is important, some Investigators be- - ICE eRE AM I
After putting in their round with con- this field; first among them, perhaps, I '0
siderable as to the theoretical way in the greatest among the dreams of physics, ~i:;e:n:;c::s~:: ::e aP~~:~~~~:n!~a!fc:~: ! i
which ·it should be done the process of the hope of converting matter into power. cell's habits ot' breathing oxygen. ! i
loading was attended to. When the charge I "So two seats are now filled In the "In this same matter. of cancer re- I i
went off the miner's lights for miles were fatal rowboat. The next one should go, search, because it seems to touch so I ! MEDLIN'S i
blown out and as yet there is no authen- I suspect, to a representative of electri- closely on the very nature of life, th~re I ! PHARMACY i
tic report as to how many men were cal engineering; for this branch is like- 18 another man whom I would steal m-'I' i
knocked down. Pid says they only put ly to dominate the technology of the stanter, if I hated mankind. He is a I e
in 17 sticks of powder to a 2' hole but next two decades. I would be inclined metallurgist, but he has perfected, and i !
we have Brute's word for it that the to select Dr. Albert W. HuIl, of the Gen- is perhaps the only living individual who I' We Deliver !
holes were only 1 foot deep. We live eral Electric Company, because his record can use perfectly, the most powerful mi- c ,
and learn men. and attainments indicate as great a mas- croscopic equipment In the world. He is , i
,e Park. at Crystal cDuring the week of Feb. 10, the juniors tery of the new vacuum-tube devices as F. F. Lucas of the Bell Telephone Labor- c ,
will ,be all set and ready for the fm~~e is possessed by an~ On\k~OW~ to ~~ t atories. ! ,
rescue work. This will consist 0 ne "Another field 0 app ie P YSICSIJ a HBy using the invisible, very short ........u__11.... n.-,o_t_n ... '_n_n_o ....o_'..:.
usual helmet work that has been con- is to have enormous future application
ducted at the Tramway mine in past is the use of the photo-electric cell, an
years.
with a great amount of pleasure.
A few days before the Christmas va-
cation the studest body decided that a
cam/pus day, for the purpose of beauti-
fying the campus, would be altogether
fitting and appropriate, providing the
facuIty would agree to the dismissal of
school that day. This was very readily
We are looking forward to this instrument which converts light-rays into
electricity, and which is already at work
measuring the brightness of lamps, re-
cording ultra-violet rays in sunlight, and
even directing the motions of the newest
French scientific toy. From foolish
wooden dogs to untended machines to do
our manufacturing, or control our trans-
agreed to and arrangements were 'made campus day each year great improve-
for the division of students into different ments can be undoubtedly affected.
parties· The Rooks dug the holes and the On the evening, following campus day,
Sophs went out into the wilds to get the a smoker was held in the gymnasium..
was considerably improved and with a, write-ups are in.
,:"-"-,,-,,-,,-,,-,,..-,,-,,-,,-,,_.,,-,,_,,-,,.-,-,,-,,_,_o_,,-,,-,,-,,_o-""·i'
I IHELOCKfffOOD I
I I, THE HOME OF THE '
i REAL MALTED MILK !
i II Lunches Dinners i
- I.:¢ ..C}_C)__ ('_I'_II_II __ I'.... :I__ '...... ('.... ,,__ ()_t' ... ('_II __ I)_()_() __ ')_(._() __ ()_()~o .... ()_(.:.
trees. The juniors were given the job A fairly large turnout was in evidence,
of erecting the Christmas tree at the considering that the weather was very
disagreeable. The card was made up of
north end of the drive in t.he center. The talent within the school and the result
seniors with O. A. Dingman very kindly was an evening of very great entertajn-
consented to dig the 'soft' dirt for placing ment. After the bouts refreshments were
around the trees. A very nice lunch was' served in the form of hot dogs and coffee.
prepared by the co-eds and the only sad, The Editor of the anual would appre-
t . b·l·t f th I ciate the handing in of all articles to bething of the day was hemall y 0 e written by the various students as soon
sophs to get in from the woods in tilI!e as possible. It is desired to complete this
for the eats. The looks of the campus part of the work as soon as all of the
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SOcmTY
There is many a slop with every slip.
AIl things come to him who orders hash
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TEN GREATEST IN SCIENCE which probably could be carried on almost
as well by others. I have been trying to
(Continued from Page 5). select not the ten most famous scientists outstanding among the social events
for he has chosen to be head of the or the ten best ones, but merely the ten of the month was the farewell luncheon
Rockefeller Foundation. who, in my own opinion, would be most given Friday, February 7, by the co-eds
One remaining science possesses .not missed. ' . for the boys of the Senior Class, who are
merely a field of importance but a man "Five of the ten belong to the unrver- on their way to NewYork City on an in-
who dominates it. This is meteorology. sities, the other five to industrial re- vestigation trip. After a daintily appoint-
The field is long-range weather forecast- search. Six are Americans, at least by 'ed buffet lunch, dancing was enjoyed.
ing. The man is Henry Helm Clayton, present residence. The other four are The guests were: Joseph Newton, Louis
of Canton, Massachusetts, whose work Germans. I have been unable to think Nuckols, Herbert Hard, Noah Gershevsky,
Becker Hoskins, Don Mayo, John O'Con-in this field is outstanding, but unfin- of an Englishman, a Frenchman or an nor, Glen Sigler, Dr. Wilson and Dr.
ished. Italian for whom I would displace one Thomson. Hostesses were: Anne Ander-
There is to be considered, also, the of these names. Probably there will De son, Gwen Culbertson, Tecla Davis, Lu-
science of psychology. The psychological those to say that ignorance is deplorably cille Hannifin, Helen Karsted, Pauline
seat in the fatal boat ought to go to a evident in my selections. Maybe so. It McCarthy, Helen Spencer, Bernice
brilliant and patient German, Dr. WoJf- would take a truly great man to select Thomas, Doris Torongo, Lea Torrey, Bess
gang Kohler; notable for his important the world's greatest, and a great m~n Wallace and Mrs. Converse.
experiments on the minds of apes and would have too much sense to try." The annual Sigma Rho dance was
originator, very recently, of the newest held at the Country Club, January 20.
and apparently a fertile psychological When you hear a man boast that he This event terminated the fraternity's
view-poin:t, the so-called Gestalt or feels like a two-year old, he may be re- "hell" week, during which five sopho-
Pattern Psychology. _ ferring to an egg. mores were initiated. The dance was a
"That leaves but one vacant' place. I huge success in spite of the fact that
propose assigning it to an individual not- A hick town is a place where you have this was the first affair of the year de-
able for the organization, stimulation and to wait until washday to see what the manding formal dress The engineers
were as charming in their tuxes as the
young ladies were in their long skirted
gowns. Jan Rich's Orchestra aided the
final charm to the evening.
inspiration, of co-operative scientific re-
search for practical ends. The man is
Dr. Frank Baldwin Jewett, chief ·organ-
girls are wearing.
It isn't the shortness of the skirt to
izer and now president of the Bell Tele- which the reformers object-it's the up-
phone Laboratories. creep.
"From this cooperative laboratory have If you don't believe there is more pleas-
come processes and materials for long- A porch light may be, very dim, yet ure in giving than in. receiving-try castor
distance telephony, for submarine tele- have enormous scandal power. oil.
phone cables, for the transoceanic tele-
phone, for televlsion, for the talking mo-
tion picture, and for the. electric phono-
graph. In practical, institutional science
Dr. Jewett's organiaztion has but one
peer, the Research Laboratory of the
General Electric Company, presided over
by Dr. Willis R. Whitney.
"Many noted names are lacking; some
of them, like Pavlov or Michelson, be-
cause it seems to me that their ch:ef
work is already done and its future secure
others, like Millikan or Merriam, because
they have got into administrative work
A radio fish-Tuna.
Abraham
Lincoln
SAID:
"Teach economy.
That is
one of the first
and highest virtues.
It begins with
. "saving money.
WEIN'S
SAY:
"Practice economy.
Come to
this great
. "money-saving event.
WEIN'S
Semi-Annual
MARK-DOWN
SALE
For any $30
or $35 suit
or overcoat
For any $40
to $50 suit
or overcoat
Hart Schaffner
& Marx
and Wein's Quality
SUITS-O'COATS
'\VIEII N ~S
M.ONT..\N,\;lAPGfn MIN; .nOIl[
rAJ'T GlfEm PANK /T.
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"SMII,E WITH YOUR WARMEST
FRffiND"
SUNSET.
The part that causes the most trouble ---
on an automobile is the nut that holds Students Listen to Discussion of Mining
the steering wheel. - Camp Sanitation
Many a father learns a lot from a
son's education in college.
, T. C. WITHERSPOON SPEAKS AT
MINES
live and move and have their beans.
--- C. Witherspoon delivered an address re-
A dormitory ·is a place in which people cently before students of the School of
Mines and townspeople at the Metallur-
The talk was one of the
And drinks; then of the twilight's
amber, seven
Deep liquid hues, seven times, superb
and a wind and a linnet;
Talking to yourself in those long breaths
that sing or hum or whistle full-
ness of the heart,
Or the short breaths,
Beats of the heart,
Where only the eyes still glitter, till even
they-
After a pause-melt in emmerser day.
-Percy MacKaye.Behold where Night clutches the cup of
heaven
And quaffs the beauty of the world
TO YOURSELFaway!
La, his f.irst thought is all of dazzling Talking to people in well-ordered ways
Taking up the subject of sanitation
and health in the mining camps, Dr. T.
day; is prose,
The next he fills with the red wine of And talking to them in well-ordered
even ways or in disordered outbreak
may be poetry,
But talking to yourself, out on a coun-
try road, no houses and no hedges
to conceal a listener
last a mead Only yourself and heaven and the trees
--- gical building.
Girls should remember that a love knot
is best tied with a single beau.
It's about as hard to find an old-fash- humans. Water having its source in un ..
ioned girl as it is a woodpecker with false occupied areas is the best as it is almost
teeth. always free from the much dreaded ty-
--- phoid germ, he stated. In order to pre-
A Radio flapper is one that is easy to pare for drinking purposes water coming
pital ward, reared in a boarding school, However, their spreading can be prevent-
educated in a college, courted tn an auto- ed by the separation of the sick from the
mobile, 'and married in a church; get my well.
meals at a cafeteria; Iive in an apartment His very interesting and instructive talk
spend my mornings playing golf; my af- was brought to a close by making the
ternoons playing bridge. In the evening statement: "We eat our diseases from our
I dance or go to the movies; when I'm hands which act as carriers to our
sick I go to the hospital, and when I mouths."
A fastidious souse is one who carries
a broom with him and sweeps up the
gutter before he lays down.
It's usually the young puppy who puts
on a lot of dog.
pick up.
The more you study,
The more you know,
The more you know,
The more you forget,
The more you forget,
The' less you know-
So why study?
Mary had a little dress,
It was light and airy,
It didn't show a bit of dirt
But oh, how it showed Mary!
Why buy a horne? I was born in a hos-
die I shall be buried from an undertaker's
All I need is a garage with bedro_?m.
series given semimonthly to juniors and
seniors of the school.
in ray,
He fills-and drinks; the
pale gray
Leaves the 'black beaker gemmed with
Dr. Witherspoon pointed out the prob-
lems that must oe faced in the mining
camp in the preservation of health among
the men and gave particular emphasis to
the protection of drinking water.
The typhoid germ, he said, was carried
by water coming from flat areas and from
areas where water has been poluted by
starry' levin.
Even so does Time quaff our mortality!
Firat, of the effervescing blood
blush
and Whether it be of sadness or a haystack,
Mirth or the smell of the sea,
Of Virgin years, then of maturity
The deeper glow, then of the
hush
A cloud or luck or love,
pallid Any of these or none-
Is poetry,
from a questionable source it may be
purified by dissolving in it sodium hy-
pochlorite in the ratio of 1 part of salt
to 150,000 parts of water and letting the
solution stand for 1 hour, after which it
may be drunk safely.
He also dwelt on the care of the sick
and the importance of proper ventilation.
The degree of necessary ventilation, he
declared, depends almost entirely on the
tempdrature 'and humidity and not on
the "bad" air exhaled as the carbon
dioxide may be re-inhaled several times
without giving any harmful effects.
Colds should be guarded against, he
emphasized, because of the variety of
diseases that can develop from them.
r'-"-"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"_"-"-"_''_"_"_"_"_"_"-""-r
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: forMeDandYoungMen :i 14 NORTH MAIN ST. $20, $25 and $30 14 NORTH MAIN ST. i
I, I
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MINES BEAT DILLON seen here in a long time and a fair sized I C. Trueworthy 2 3 1 .:.,-,,-,,-,-,,_.,-,-,,-,,-_,,_,,_ .•••
crowd was kept on edge from start to Little 0 0 22". AL'S PHOTO SHOP ,i
Lose on Overtime to B· y. tr. fi~:~. Score: I U~;~ ~~ F~ PF i , KODAK SPECIALISTS i
On Wednesday evening. Feb. 4. the Mines FG FT PF I Johnson .4 1 1 j MAIN at BROADWAY i
rapidly improving Mines basketball team Ericksen 3 2 1 Staples : 5 3 1 .:.__ ,,_,,_,,_._,,_, ,,_,_,,_,,_,.:.
played the Montana State Normal team E. Trueworthy 0 0 2 N. Magelly .4
of Dillon at the Mines gym. Berryman __. 5 0 2 Robison __ .. __ 1 0 4 .:_:••:_:••:••:••:••:_:_:••:_:_:••:••:••:••:••:_:_:..:..:••:..:••:..:.
Having the final examinations over and Siglctc 1 0 0 Jensen , 0 1 2 :i: :i:
being rested from the heavy schedule of Matlock 0 1 4 Baliff 0 0 4 + F k W d +
the week before. the Ore diggers were in Ryan 0 0 0 W. Magelly 2 1 0::: ran ar :::.
top form and defeated the Normalites ============================ ,;, +y y
y y
r Th ':'':' e ':"':' E ':"':' ingrauer ':'y yy y
: yy y
:i: . 112 Hamilton St,:;:
; ¥.:..:-:..:..:..:-:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:-:..:-:-:..:..:..:..:..:..:
ili~.::-:::::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,,~4Sigler 0 0 3 I
MacFarland 0 0 0 I
M~~:r ~;~~~··~~~t··~··h~~;t··b;~~king
0
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to Brigham Young University 38-30. The
Orediggers played their usual hard gan;e
a~d at the half were at the short end
of a 13-12 score. At the beginning of
the second half the Miries took the lead
for the first time. The lead see sawed
back and forth to the end of the game.
With one minute to play the Mim-rs
were behind 26-24. then two baskets in
succession gave them a 28-26 {lead with
20 seconds to play. But the BYU boys
were not to be beaten and tied the score
with the final gun.
In the overtime period the BYU team
slipped out and scored 5 points to the
1 for the Mines. winning 38-30. Without
a doubt it was one of the best games
I I DEPARTMENT OF A. C. M. CO.SHEETS-POWELL 30 West Park St.Jewelers57 W. Broadway' Butte .~~;;;;:;:;;;;:;;;;;:;;~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;~;;;:::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;~;;;:::;;;:;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;~;;;;:;.\~....--_..._ .....
34-11. The playing of Ericksen. a new
man from Miles City was the feature of
the game. It was the first game for him
in the copper and green. The Mines
started off with a bang and piled up a
17-2 lead at the half.
In the second half. Coach McAuliffe
used his entire squad. but the Hard Racks
were! not to be denied and scored almost
at will-
Berryman 2
Matlock 1
C. Trueworthy 2
ott! 1
Little 0
Dali.ch 0
McCourt 0
Ryan , 0'
E. Trueworthy 1
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t ~':' HOW MANY GLASSES ,Y Y
':' In your home broken in the past ::::i: three years? Will insure all fixed :i:
:,:; glass in, any dwelling of not more '::'
than two families for three years ..
t f i::: or $5.00. •••
¢ A
:i: The Bailey Loan and :!:
::: Realty Co. 'i'
~ ~':' 48 E. Broadway ':'
':' PHONE 2-3221 ,',~ +.:-:..:-:-:-:..:-:..:..:..:..:..:..:-:..:-:-:-:..:-:-:..:-:-:..:.
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Mining Machinery
and Mine Supplies
W.L .. \
DOUGLAS
'. ,~
~ti()~~'
First Choice
Millions of men wear w. 1..
Douglas Shoes year after year in
preference to all other makes be-
cause they know Douglas Shoes
. are the greatest dollar for dollar
'value to be found anywhere.
Pumps, Compressors, Drills, Electric and
Steam Hoists, Repauno Gelatin Powder
Fuse and Caps, and Everything Needed to
Conduct aMine
We have a complete stock
of these quality shoes.
Montana Hard-ware
Keene's Shoe Co.
EXCLUSIVE AGENTS FOR BUTTE
:13 E. Park St .
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Chequamegon Cafe= Butte Helena ==
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